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The juicer is made of aluminum and created by advanced craft. The internal
construction is tightly packed and reasonable. There are all made of stainless steel
where get in touch with food. The advantage of this production: resist decay, not easy
torust, easy to clean. Turn on this machine after some time you can get the syrup that
is fresh, tasty and delicious. It’s a very good machine of manufacture for hotel,
restaurant and grocery.
All kinds of fresh melon, fruit and vegetable can be squeezed. For example: watermelon,
cantaloupe, apple, pear, orange, pomelo, peach, almond, pineapple, grape, carrot,
celery and so on. It’s easy and convenience to operate for whole process because the
volume is small. Not only get the juice quickly but also the juice and dregs separately.
The dregs is out automatically and it’s convenient to handle. The rate of juice is amount
to 75%. You can drink as soon as fruit is squeezed and the juice is nature and
necessary way to refresh drink.
Please attention the construction before you use this machine.
1. The data of main technology.
Weight: 21kg
2800r/min

Frequency: 50Hz

Voltage: 220v

Power: 550W

Rev:

2. Attention to be paid before operation.
A. Electricity of 220v. The power supply must have the safety system to connect with
the ground. Please don’t replace the machine’s cable by yourself.
B. Check the upper cover whether lock with the shelf. (You can pull the spigot of juice
for cask that made of stainless steel if it not move, it’s correct, or, you must open the
upper cover repeat and adjust the hook, then lock the upper cover with shelf, make the
cask con not move.)
C. Connect to the power supply and turn on the machine, examine the machine with
your eyes and ears to make sure the function normally before normal work.
3. The process of operation.
Please clean the goods before squeeze and peel off if it need. (For example: orange,
pomelo, watermelon). Some fruit like peach and apricot are hard so you must remove
the stone otherwise it will shatter machine. Cut the pulp to piece smaller than the size of
the ostium. Then put it in a clean case. While turn on the machine you can put the pulp
into ostium containers or use the stick of push, then the fresh juice will pour from the
ostium. If you want to change the goods of juice and the machine worked in normally,
affuse clean water into ostiurm, it will be cleaned and the peculiar smell will be resist.
4. After operation
If you want to clean or change the blade and filter after you use the machine over. You
must turn off the power then you can open the upper cover and screw a lid off the nut,
take out the blade, filter, cask to clean completely (Don’t move the other parts to tamper
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with the quantity for boot-strap) should effect the quality for boot-strap). Finally install
the parts accord with reversed sequence. Put on the upper cover to repeat.
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